
Unlimited PIP vs.PIP With Limits

New Options for PIP Coverage Limit

Michigan Catastrophic Claims Association (MCCA) Fee

Overall Cost Savings

Beginning on July 1, 2020 the Michigan No-Fault Auto Policy will provide options for medical coverage (Personal 
Injury Protection or “PIP”).  Currently, unlimited PIP is included in the policy as a mandatory coverage with no 
options for lower limits.  Unlimited coverage is getting more expensive each year, and the insurance companies 
and the State of Michigan (via the MCCA fee) are passing these costs on to the policy holders.  The recent reform 
to Michigan’s No-Fault Auto Policy is providing options other than “unlimited” in an effort to lower what Michigan 
consumers are paying for their auto insurance.

On July 1, 2020, in addition to the unlimited PIP we 
currently have:  (1) we’ll have lower limits available 
that will reduce what we pay for PIP (see below 
schedule); (2) the rate we pay for the coverage will 
be rolled back to the May 2019 rate. 

The table on the right shows reductions in what we 
pay for PIP coverage starting in July 1, 2020.  This is 
only part of the savings – the other part has to do 
with the MCCA fee.

PIP Coverage Limit PIP Premium
Reduction

Unlimited PIP Benefit 10%

20%

34%

45%

100%

100%

$500,000 PIP Limit

$250,000 PIP Limit

$50,000 PIP Benefit*

Medicare Opt-Out

Qualified Health Coverage

* need to be enrolled in Medicaid

To help insurers deal with claims being paid in an “unlimited” fashion, the State of Michigan agreed to take over 
PIP claims costs when a given claim exceeds $500,000.  We pay $220/year into this fund for each vehicle we’re 
legally insuring and driving.  Those of us that choose a PIP limit other then unlimited will only need to pay $43 (the 
MCCA fund’s current operating deficit) for each vehicle we’re legally driving and insuring.  This represents a 
savings of $177 per vehicle when a PIP Coverage Limit other than “unlimited” is chosen.

How much will you save by selecting a PIP limit instead of the unlimited PIP?  Per vehicle, you’d save $177 in 
reduced MCCA fees, plus a reduction in what you’re paying for PIP coverage.  Let’s say you were paying $200/-
year per vehicle for PIP and you choose the $500,000 limit instead of unlimited coverage.  You’d save 20% on the 
PIP coverage ($40).  With the MCCA fee reduction and the PIP reduction you’d save $217.  If you were paying 
$1,000 a year to insure this auto, the combined $217 saving represents an overall savings of 21.7%.  For most 
people, no longer having to pay the full MCCA fee will represent the largest portion of their savings.  For larger 
households with multiple vehicles insured, the overall savings could add up quickly.


